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Galileo Galilei 

Physicists study physics – 
matter & energy. 

 
How Do 

Scientists 
Discover & 
Test Ideas? 

 
The Scientific 

Method! 
 

 

 
Francis Bacon 

Philosophers study philosophy 
– truth & reality 

 
The Italian physicist Galileo Galilei and the English philosopher Francis 
Bacon are usually considered the founders of the scientific method, 
introduced in the 16th century. However, the same questions and problem-
solving steps were probably followed by the first humans to select edible 
foods and herbal medicines.  The scientific process is natural to all humans 
who have survived on this planet.  Long ago, Hawaiians used it all the time!  
Modern Hawaiian philosophers and scientists use it today! 
 

Scientific discovery does not only happen in “labs.”  Anyone who has 
tried to troubleshoot the reasons why a car does not start, tried to 
figure out the best approach to riding a big wave all the way to the 
shore, or tried to figure out where a leak is coming from in their 
home has probably asked themselves the same questions scientists 

are trained to ask.  Perhaps animals even follow the scientific method, too. 

 

 
The Scientific Method reads like this: 
 
1.  See a problem 
2.  Make an educated guess — a hypothesis. 
3.  Predict the result of your guess/hypothesis. 
4.  Do experiments to test what you predicted. 
5.  Think up a simple rule that organizes your 3 main    
      ideas (hypothesis, prediction, experimental outcome) into a theory. 
 
While this looks very formal, you have probably seen it used by your family 
many times! 
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Take a Common Problem —  follow the steps of the 
Scientific Method.  I bet you recognize the questions that 
naturally come to mind.    
 
 

 

The Scientific Method Process A Common Use of the Scientific Process 
1. Recognize a problem.      The car does not start. 
2. Make an educated guess  
    — a hypothesis 

    “I wonder if the battery is dead.” 

3.  Predict the result of your guess  
     or hypothesis. 

    If the battery’s dead, the radio or lights  
    would not work. If they work, it must be  
    something else. 

4.   Do experiments to test what you 
predicted.            (a) Turn on lights 
                            (b) Turn on radio 

     
    (a) lights do not come on 
    (b) radio does not come on 

5.  Think up a simple rule that  
     organizes your 3 main ideas into a  
     a big idea — theory. 

    The car will not run; maybe the battery’s  
    dead. 

Do It Again – Often scientists solve new problems by making 
follow-up tests.  You would be doing this too if you ask for help 
getting the battery charged or borrow a neighbor’s good 
battery and go thru the steps again.    
 

 

The Scientific Method Process A Common Use of the Scientific Process 
1. Recognize a problem.      The car does not start. 
2. Make an educated guess  
    — a hypothesis 

     If a good battery makes car start, the  
     problem was, indeed, a dead battery. 

3.  Predict the result of your guess  
     or hypothesis. 

     If the battery is charged or replaced, the 
     lights, radio, engine should work. 

4.   Do experiments to test what you   
      predicted.       (a) Turn on lights 
                             (b) Turn on radio 

      
     Radio & lights work 
     Engine starts 

5.  Think up a simple rule that  
     organizes your 3 main ideas into a  
     a big idea — theory. 

    The problem was the battery which can be 
    easily fixed by charging or replacing it. 
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Try Out the Scientific Method! 
  

 

What would have happened if the car did not start when 
the battery was charged or replaced? What would you 
suggest next to be entered into the scientific process? 
Think with a partner, write your ideas, then share with 
the class in a group discussion. 
 

The Scientific Method Process A Common Use of Scientific Process 
1. Recognize a problem.       

 
2. Make an educated guess  
    — a hypothesis 

   
 

3.  Predict the result of your guess  
     or hypothesis. 

     
 

4.   Do experiments to test what you    
      predicted.       (a) ___________ 
                             (b) ___________ 

 

5.  Think up a simple rule that  
     organizes your 3 main ideas into a  
     a big idea — theory. 

   
 

 
While your family & friends probably often solve problems like this in your 
home, school, & community, many people don’t know they are doing exactly 
what scientists do around the world.  People who build or repair houses, 
create or fix machines, cook a meals, roast a hot dog, train a pet, make a 
surfboard or use CPR to save someone knows all about the scientific process.   
 
The solutions they find are often new “discoveries” — they invent a new 
recipe, see and correct traffic problems with new crosswalks or signs, solve 
a family or community conflicts, and even save lives.  They are everyday 
heroes all around us.  Many would be surprised if you told them they were 
using the scientific process to do what they do so well.  
 
These are people you want to hang out with if you want to train your 
mind to ask questions and follow through to get answers.  This 
works for any problem in your life!  These folks know it.  They have 
a lifetime of problem solving — which is all the Scientific Method is! 
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Practice the Scientific Method Yourself! 
   

Here is a blank table.  Think up a problem — one you have now or maybe 
something you’ve seen someone else solve.  Try set up a step-by-step process 
to learn more about the problem — maybe you will even solve it!   
 

The Scientific Method Process A Common Use of Scientific Process 
1. Recognize a problem.       

 
2. Make an educated guess  
    — a hypothesis 

   
 

3.  Predict the result of your guess  
     or hypothesis. 

     
 

4.   Do experiments to test what you    
      predicted.       (a) ___________ 
                             (b) ___________ 

 

5.  Think up a simple rule that  
     organizes your 3 main ideas into a  
     a big idea — theory. 

   
 

 

 

  

 

Use this table to do it again, 
or follow up with a 2nd process! 

 
     

 

The Scientific Method Process A Common Use of Scientific Process 
1. Recognize a problem.       

 
2. Make an educated guess  
    — a hypothesis 

   
 

3.  Predict the result of your guess  
     or hypothesis. 

     
 

4.   Do experiments to test what you    
      predicted.       (a) ___________ 
                             (b) ___________ 

 

5.  Think up a simple rule that  
     organizes your 3 main ideas into a  
     a big idea — theory. 
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